
{ FREE PRINTABLES } PLEASE NOTE:

All the freebies made available by ELEPHANTSHOE are created for personal 
use only. Commercial use of these designs are strictly prohibited. You are 
therefor able to use these designs in any way as long as it is not meant to 
generate profit. You may not use the designs for business purposes or for your 
branding. Alterations to or redistribution of the files are prohibited. Please 
reference ELEPHANTSHOE or direct to our blog should you want to share the 
freebies on your website or blog.  

http://blog.elephantshoelove.com

FRIDGE POETRY PRINTABLES

These little fridge pegs will help you to: 
remember the Birthdays that are coming 
up; keep an organized shopping list; clip 
together inspiration for your home or 
wedding; have important numbers handy 
and set reminders for your month ahead..

DIRECTIONS

1.    Please print page 2-3 of this  
       downloaded document onto         
       thick A4 card stock. {ivory 
       paper is recommended}        

2.    Trim each button by cutting  
       along the outer edge.
3.    Paint a handful of wooden pegs     
       in the colour of your choice.
       Or leave them in their natural  
       raw wood colour.
 
4.    Attach a small magnet strip  
       to the back of each peg with    
       super glue. Or simply use a    
       piece of prestik if your fridge   
       is non-magnetic.

5.    Attach a printed & trimmed     
       button to the top, bottom of    
       each peg with double sided    
       tape.

6.    Place on your fridge.
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Fridge Poetry
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Fridge Poetry
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